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This season of Cartel Land is better than
the previous one in my opinion. While the
previous season was more or less at a
stand still during Season 2, which imo was
the weakest of the series, the current
season is really keeping up to the
standard that set in the first season. Its an
intense follow up to Pablo Escobar's rise to
power, beginning with his origins and
ending with his last days in a hideout near
the Columbian Border. The b... El Chapo is
the most recurring villain on season 2 of
Cartel Land. The series follows the drama
of one man, whose identity is an open
secret (for good reason), rise to the top of
Mexico's drug trade using what seems to
be a pretty good strategy: under-the-
radar, low-key, you-can't-tell-who-is-who
operations. The "enemy" in this case is the
Mexican government, and the majority of
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the main character's vulnerabilities stem
from the fact that the cartel are still trying
to accumulate enough funds to put their
rivals out of business through
machinations that largely subvert the
judicial system. El Chapo is always one
step ahead of the authorities, and it's
always a joy to watch him operate. The
other side of his character's strength is a
propensity to underrate his own abilities
and underestimate his opponents, and this
leads to a high-stakes game of cat and
mouse, as he's forced to flee into enemy
territory and meet his fiercest obstacles
head-on. This single character is probably
going to be Cartel Land's most defining
trait. Every twist and turn during his
mission is a matter of life and death for
the protagonists, and it's the perfect
canvas upon which all the other plot
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threads (and general action-packed
entertainment value) play out. The last
half of the season covers the very
dramatic events that ultimately lead to El
Chapos dramatic and premature demise,
which is quite exciting to watch.
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I also wanted to mention something about
Isabel that i just discovered today, as I
know you and probably others here are
interested in that series. Still no word on

Netflix availability but I found that Amazon
Prime Video now has full season 1 & 3
(and strangely only ep.1 of season 2). I
was thrilled to see this but was quickly

disappointed that there were only Spanish
and Portuguese subs available. However,
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a work-around for some that require
English subs is to watch through Googles

Chrome browser and enable auto-
translating of non-English web pages.

Netflix Latin America has a nice collection
of shows from Latin America. However

some of the shows are in Spanish and not
in English. For example, Ive listed the
series Sé lo que hacés(Not available in

English). But I did find the series El jefe de
la patrulla and La casa de las flores which

are both in English. The subtitles are in
Spanish. You can view the Spanish
subtitles by clicking on the subtitles

button of the bottom right of the Netflix
window. Netflix has loads of different

series from Latin America. Although many
have English subtitles, some don't. In

some cases they have so many episodes
that by the time you get to the end you
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never see the English subtitles. This list
includes a lot of series from Mexico,

Argentina, Brazil and the rest of Latin
America. As well as this, they have a

number of good, unbloated series from
France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Finland and
Portugal. Want to get more series of your
choice? This playlist has a good selection
of current series on Netflix Latin America.
All of the episodes have English subtitles.
They are unbloated. Just click on the link

below to begin. 5ec8ef588b
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